
JAY® Fit Seating simplifies the world of custom
seating by offering a “semi-custom” seat and back
solution. A great option for individuals who require
more complex seating than off-the-shelf options
can provide, while still allowing for adjustments 
and growth.
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Switch-It Cool Cube™

with Pro Spot™

Proportional Switches

•    Ultimate flexibility in switch 
     management and performance.

•    The Cool CubeTM central hub input 
     ports interface with multiple 
     types of switches and sensors that
     automatically sense the type of swtich 
     you have engaged. 

•    Only Pro SpotTM switches provide 
     users with precise, proportional 
     control of their power wheelchair’s 
     speed and direction. 
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Pressure

Precision Control 
Pro SpotTM proportional switches offer full and continuous range 
of speed and direction for superior drivability. As you come in 
contact with the Pro SpotTM switch, the power wheelchair will
begin to move at roughly 40% of programmed speed. With continued
pressure (proportionality), the power wheelchair will increase to
100% of programmed speed. This represents a dramatic improve-
ment over current proximity or mechanical switches, which deliver
only two options: full on or full off.  

Multiple Mounting Options
Pro SpotTM proportional switches can mount in a wide variety of
switch mounting positions. Head, leg, tray and hand positions can
be easily accommodated. 

Full Assortment of Product Offerings
Pro SpotTM proportional switches can be ordered as a 
system with the Cool CubeTM central hub in a variety of 
configurations. Users can opt for either four or five switches
and any combination of five different colors depending on 
personal need.

Auditory Feedback
Users can elect to activate the Cool Cube’s auditory feedback
option. Each port of the Cool CubeTM central hub emits a 
different audible tone to provide the user with an auditory 
signal that will coincide with the selected proportional switch.
The tone has three settings: off, soft, or loud.

Additional Features
• Reliability: No moving parts and innovative multiple sensor technology

• Reimbursement: Medicare code E2328

• Included Mounting Accessory: One meter extension cable included

with every Pro Spot.

ProSpot™Proportional Switches

Cool Cube™Central HubI
Flexibility and Simplicity
The Cool CubeTM central hub automatically senses the type 
of switch you have engaged; there is no confusing set up.
It is also compatible with all switch alternatives currently
available on the market. Users can elect to utilize the 
Pro SpotTM proportional switches or opt for any combination 
of switches with which they may already be comfortable. 


